I. INTRODUCTION
In medical ulaasonic imaging the interest is often found in tissue s h u c~s several hundreds of wavelengths away from the transducer. Distortions in intervening tissue lead to reduced image quality for the deeper lying stluctms in the region of interest. The distortions in intervening tissue can be so severe that there is virtually no information left of the region of interest. This makes subsequent tissue characterization procedures and video processing tecbniques based on signals fmm conventional beam formers a questionable activity.
Studies in ultrasonic beam depdation have led to a variety of correction and analysis methods. An early approach is the estimation of the arrival time in the receive aper&ure by cross-correlation techniques [I], [21. Another approach is based on maximization of speckle brightness by adjusting the focusing delays 131. A compromise between the full array optimization technique [3] and the adjacent element technique [l] was described by Ng et al. [41 as a partial Uray correction method or speckle look-back method. In the same paper 141 also a derivation was given for the equivalence of the adjacent element technique and the full array optimization tecbnique. Gambeni and Foster [51 applied The aberrator profile can also be found by a least-squares fit of anival times [6] and computationally efficient correction methods were also given 171.
tion was used that the aberrations occur directly in front
In all of the previous investigations, the implicit assumpof the transducer aperture. Considerable progress was obtained by Liu et al. 181, who showed that backpropagation methods in the temporal and spatial Fourier domain can be used to compensate time delay errors occuring at an arbitrary distance fiom the transducer.
In this paper, the latter backpropagation techniques are improved in several ways. Firstly, it is shown that, also in pulse-echo imaging situations, a proper backpropagation method in combination w i t h an iterative scheme converges we use backpropagation before geometric correction in reto the extraction of the desired aberration profile. Secondly, ceive mode and backpropagationafrer geomeuic correction in transmit mode, instead of the reversed sequences to ensure that the methods obey the governing acoustic equations, such as the Helmholtz equation. Third, the backpropagation method described in this paper can also be used for media with absorption. Fourth, it is shown that the optimum location of an effective phase screen which represents an extended, distributed, random medium in a twoway point scatterer imaging configuration, is located more near to the transducer than to the region of interest, with the center of the abemtor as reference. This is in contrast with previously reported results [g]. Fmlly, the devised method might be used in digital echo scanners in which signals of the individual transducer elements are available for further processing.
FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM
The basic geomeq of the problem is shown in Fig. 1 : an a m y transducer is geometrically focused at the regon of interest (ROI) which contains a number of randomly positioned point scatterers. For each lie contributing to the image, a subset of the total available hansducerelements is used. An irregular acoustic interface between two media is located at a distance d from the transducer. Due to the presence of the refractive interface, conventional beam forming " l l l i i t t t l l l l Recently, a number of successive phase screens was used for describing wave propagation through human tissue 1121, 1131. This leads to a distributed medium model where the distance between each of the phase screens should be on the order of the lateral correlation length [14] . However, there are several anatomical structures where a clear boundary between homogeneous (on a macroscopic level) tissue structures canbe identified. For the latter cases a distributed model should be unnecessary. Furthermore, in this paper it will be shown that the image distortion due to a medium having distributed phase nberrations can be reduced effectively by assuming a single, more or less centered, phase will be given. In addition, a relatively small number of these screen. Optimum positions of the concentratedphase screen concentrated phase screens can be used to reduce distributed phase aberrations extending over a large thickness range.
METHOD
through rough media interfaces were discussed in [15] . ' b o Three methods for the simulation of wave propagation of these methods, the Conjugate Gradient methods, are rigorous, while the W, the phase screen method, is an approximation.
The approach we have followed is to apply the phase screen method in the initial development of the correction schemes. As a check of the phase screen simulations, the Conjugate Gradient Rayleigh method was used for providing more accurate simulations for a small number of image lines. and y(t), respectively, and the asterisk denotes the complex conjugate. One way to obtain the time delay from the crosscorrelation is to calculate the least-mean-sqm approximation of a r g { R x y ( w ) } by a straight line through the origin Correction for a distantphase screen determination of an aberratorprofile immediately in front of
Correlation method
In the previous subsection a method was discussed for the the transducer. In this subsection a method is given for the correction of a phase screen at a certain distance from the transducer. In order to get the desired results we calculate were placed at the location of the aberrator. This allows what the received signals would have k e n if the transducer us to align the signals with conventional phase aberration correction techniques which require the phase screen to be directly in front of the transducer for proper correction. In order to be able to perform the inversion we should know some medium properties and the distance d to the aberrator. However, the guess for the abemtor distance d is not constant in human tissue. Therefore, any reasonable guess critical, as are the medium properties which are also fairly for these parameters should lead to an improved result. The direct and weak forms of the angular spectrum decompensation applied in this study have been described by the author this procedure and the method can be summarized as: . New transmit pulses are generated by applying the same ing to the time-reversed estimated aberrator profile and shifts in time according to the geometrical focus at a distance
The complete sequence of operations is repeated until the jor computational task is the evaluationof temporal Fourier estimated aberrator profile does not change anymore. A mais the array dimensionality), whichcan be combined in more transforms and n-dimensional spatial Fourier transforms (n efficient (n.+l)dimensionalFourier transforms. It is shown in subsequent scctions that the above procedure leads to the extraction of the true aberrator profile.
As was mentioned earlier, our procedure removes the planar component in the estimated aberration profile, which is equivalent to the removal of a steering term. This steering term should removed otherwise every scan line would immediately 'lock" on the strongest reflector. It is only necessary that the mean steering direction is kept the same as the intended direction. Therefore, removal of terms of order higher than one possibly leads to incomplete aberration correction.
IV. DISTRIBUTED ABERRATIONS
aberrator, it would be convenient to be able to use a lumped, When dealing with a medium which contains a distributed concentrated, phase screen in the correction process. Assuming that it is possible to use such a concentrated phase screen, the question remains what the optimum location of the assumed phase screen should be. An error criterion is introduced to determine the oprimumposition.
Desiredproperties of rhe concenrratedphase screen rator and assume the statistics of aberrator properties to he If we know the extent and location of the distributed aberconstant over the abermtor, then we can identify two desired properties of the assumed concentrated aberrator location.
Firstly, if the concentrated aberrator location (1 is further tor, then the approximation of the effects of that slice will away from a slice dz at depth 2 of the distributed aberraducer at depth z = 0 have a much larger impact than aberbe worse. Secondly, aberrators which are close to the transrators which m near the region of interest at depth z = F . As a consequence, the correction algorithm should give priority to aberrations occuring in the near field. Note that this is consistent with previous results [14] , where it was shown that a phase screen produces a halo of constant angular width 8 rad around the main lobe. Then, the clutter integrated in the image is proportional to ( F -z)S. These two considerations lead to an optimum concentrated phase abermtor.
screen position approximately at the center of the distributed Waveform sinrilarily andfocusing criterion tion, a criterion is needed that expresses the quality of the To obtain the optimum concentrated phase screen posiaberration correction. A suitable criterion for the focusing quality is in terms of the waveform similarity T [S] where the definition of the symbols can be found in section UI. Mallart, who It was shown that C has a maximum value of 1 in case of a point scatterers, however, the maximum value of C is 2/3. single point scatterer. In the case of a random dishibution of This value was confinned by our simulations.
V. RESULTS
In his section the proposed correction method will be applied to simulated signals. The forward simulation problem of the homogeneous medium model with causal absorption has beendescribed previously [19] . First the results will be given for the correction of a single phase screen. Thereafter, results for imaging through a succession of phase screens m given. 
/magi118 through a concentrated aberrator
In this subsection results are shown for the aberration correction methcd in case the aberrator consists of a single, concentrated, phase screen. The distance of the phase screen to the mnsducer is 10 mm. The phase screen has an rms time-shift of 100 ns. The lateral characteristics of the phase screen are described by a Gaussian correlation function with a correlation distance of 2 mm. mm containing randomly positioned point scatterers in an
The first target is a circular region with a diameter of 6 othenvise reflection-&e medium. In Fig. 2a the result without aberration correction is shown. Fig. 2b shows the result if aberrations are corrected for only the received signals.
In Fig. 2c we have re-emitted transmit pulses based on a time-reversed aberrator pro6le obtained from the previous receive abemation estimation.
target, which is defined as a circular region with a diameter The iterative aberration correction also works for a void of 6 mm in which scatterers are absent. The background medium contains randomly positioned point scatterers. In Fig. 2d the result without aberration correction is shown. In fig. 2e the image is shown if we apply an aberration correction only to the received signals. Rg. Zf shows the image if we re-emit eansmit pulses based on a time-reversed aberratar profile obtained from the previous receive aberration estimation. It can clearly be seen that also in this case the images improve in the iteration process.
Imaging through a distributedaberrator
actly compensate for the concentrated aberrator if the disThe correction method described previously is able to extance d is known. In practice we either do not know exactly the position of a (possibly) concentrated aberrator or we are dealing with a tmly distributed aberrator. To show the performance of the correction algorithm for more or less realistic situations as in the latter two cases, we will use a distibuted aberrator. The distributed abermtor consists of a sequence of five phase screens with a thickness of 2 mm. extending over depth z1 < z < z2 in which a = 5 mm and t2 = 15 mm. Each individual phase screen has a lateral correlation length of 2 mm with Gaussian characteristics and an m time shift of 40 ns. In Fig. 3a the resulting image is shown if no correction is applied.
tances. Only the results after one re-emission are given. If Fig. 3 b d show results for three backpropagation disthe concentrated aberrator position is taken to be the center of the disnibuted aberrator, we get d=10 mm. Fig. 3 b d show the results for: no backpropagation. 10 mm backpropagation, and 15 mm backpropagation, f?om left to right, respectively. Results are shown for the normal backpropagatar instead of the weak backpropagator. The target to clutter ratio TCR 1201 is 19 dB, 25 dB and 23 dB, respectively. Thus the backpropagation to the center of the distributed aberrator gives the best result. The result for 15 mm backpropagation is also quite good. The. conclusion is that the assumed effective phase screen distance is not uitical, because all three distances, 0 mm, 10 mm and 15 mm, lead to considerably improved images as compared to Fig. 3a . For a backpropagation distance of 15 mm, Iwd results were o b tained with the weak form of the backpropagation operator, with a TCR as low as 10 dB. concentrated aberrator position is more near to his point-like
The results of Liu and Waag [8] indicate that the optimum source than to the receiving array. This codicts with the results reported here. It is believed that the difference has to be amibuted to the use of the fourth-order polynomial in the aberration correction procedure by Liu. The subtractionof a fourth-order term leads to insuflicient removal of important lower-order aberration components.
